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Fill in the blank with suitable prepositions given in brackets 
 1)  Kavya goes to school ______________(along with/in spite of) her teacher daily. 
 2)  He was very fond __________ (of/with) Jimmy. 
 3) __________________(in case of /In addition to ) fire, ring the alarm bell. 
 4)  Rayw was even shy _________(off/of) receiving compliments. 
 5)  The physical director of our school selected me ____________(in place of/in spite of ) my 
  friend Ganesh for tomorrow’s match. 
 6) Sriram was always arguing ______________(to/with) his brother. 
 7)  I Myself will see you ____________(of, off) at Dirang. 
 8)  The buses are often late, so you can’t depend ______________(for/on) them. 
 9)  The students should do the project work _________the instructions given by the teacher. (in 
    accordance with/in spite of  
 10) Sriram continued his batting carefully ____________(in front of /for she sake of ) his team 
  though he was hungry. 
 11)  I finished my project work several days ___________( ahead of/in spite of ) the deadline. 
 12)  In last winter Sharath suffered _____________(with/from) coughs and colds. 
 13) I said you, “I am thinking of going to America.  I have actually dreamt________________ 
  (of /in) it.” 
 14)  Anand is unaccustomed __________(to/ with)  the heat. 
 15)  My house stands ___________(apart from/in accordance with) all the other houses in the 

 street as it is big in size. 
 16) Kumar was afraid _______________(about/of) his enemies. 
 17) Madhu got a good job _______(by means of /instead of ) his own abilities and skills. 
 18) You should complete your B.Ed. __________________(in spite of /in addition to) your B.Sc.    
             to get a teacher job. 
 19) She was unable to attend the party ______________(in addition to /due to) her marriage  
  engagement. 
 20) Sindhu was dedicated __________________(to/for) her job. 

 
PREPOSITION 

 KEY 
 1) along with 
 2)  of 
 3) incase of  
 4)  of 
 5)  in place of  
 6) with 
 7) off 
 8) on 
 9) accordance 
 10) for the sake of  
 11) ahead of 
 12) from 
 13) of 
 14) to 
 15) apart from 
 16) of 
 17) by means of  
 18) in addition to 
 19) due to 
 20) to  
 


